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ZOOMING GRAPHICAL EDITOR

BACKGROUND

[0001] Many software applications configured to interact with human users do so through a Graphical User Interface (GUI). A GUI is typically displayed to the user and exposes certain elements of the application's functionality to the user in an interactive manner. Often such a GUI is displayed to the user as a composite of multiple sections or “functional images,” with each functional image modularly corresponding to one or more particular elements of functionality implemented by the application. For example, a GUI for an email application may include a first functional image for composing or reading one’s email and a second functional image for browsing a list of email contacts. It is not uncommon for such a functional image to graphically represent its particular functionality to the user interactively, for example through the use of icons, buttons, hyperlinks, pictures, diagrams, tables, graphs, and/or text.

[0002] Furthermore, it is often the case that the various functionalities, data, and content represented by such functional images interact with each other in a way that is not always displayed directly to a user through the GUI. Typically this is done in an effort to preserve the advantages of application abstraction afforded by the GUI and to simplify the user’s interaction with the application.

[0003] Nevertheless, users of such applications may differ widely in their preferences for how the functional elements of an application work together as well as which functional elements are included in the GUI. Accordingly, some degree of customization is often a desirable attribute for a
software application. Still, many users do not have the necessary technical skills, or have the time to learn how to customize how an application works to their preferences, and many applications do not provide an intuitive way for users to customize certain aspects of the application functionality. Thus, some users who require application customization may be forced to take the costly and time consuming measure of hiring professional software engineers to make the desired changes. In some cases, they may choose not to hire professionals to make the desired changes and are thus left with inefficient editing tools.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The accompanying drawings illustrate various embodiments of the principles described herein and are a part of the specification. The illustrated embodiments are merely examples and do not limit the scope of the claims.

[0005] Fig. 1 is a diagram showing an illustrative graphical user interface displaying functional images, according to one embodiment of principles described herein.

[0006] Fig. 2 is a diagram showing an illustrative graphical user interface displaying workflow elements within a functional component, according to one embodiment of principles described herein.

[0007] Fig. 3 is a diagram showing an illustrative example application interface, according to one embodiment of principles described herein.

[0008] Fig. 4 is a diagram showing an illustrative example application interface after zooming in to edit a functional component, according to one embodiment of principles described herein.

[0009] Fig. 5 is a flowchart showing an illustrative method for graphically editing a software application, according to one embodiment of principles described herein.

[0010] Throughout the drawings, identical reference numbers designate similar, but not necessarily identical, elements.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] As described above, many software applications utilize GUIs to dynamically interact with users. Often these GUIs include a number of functional images that modularly represent at least some aspects of the underlying functionality of the application. However, the users of such applications may differ widely in their preferences for how the various functional elements of an application work together. Accordingly, some degree of customization is often a desirable attribute for a software application. Still, many users do not have the necessary technical skills to customize how an application works to their preferences, and many applications do not provide an intuitive way for users to customize certain aspects of the application functionality. As such, it would be desirable to allow users to edit the relationships between functional elements in an intuitive manner within the GUI of the application itself.

[0012] In light of these and other considerations, the present specification discloses systems and methods in which a user can edit the relationships between functional elements of a software application directly within a GUI of the application. The GUI may include a graphical editor component that allows a user to modify how workflow elements associated with various functions of the application interact.

[0013] For example, a GUI of the application may present one or more functional images to a user, with each of the functional images representing an underlying functionality of the application. The user may be allowed to zoom in on a particular functional image, thereby triggering the launch of a graphical editor within the GUI. The graphical editor may display various workflow images overlaying the selected functional image, each of the workflow images representing a workflow element in the implementation of the functionality represented by the functional image. Having the workflow images overlaying the functional images upon launch of the graphical editor may give the user the impression that he or she is not launching a separate editor, but rather editing the application directly. The user may then manipulate the
workflow images to alter the way in which the underlying workflow elements interact with each other, thus changing the way the selected function operates. Workflow images may also be selectively added to or removed from the selected functional image to selectively add or remove workflow elements in the functionality represented by the functional image.

[0014] By animatingly zooming in on a functional image and displaying an overlaying graphical editor on the functional image representing the functionality to be edited and allowing the user to graphically alter the way in which workflow elements of the selected functionality interact, a much more intuitive method for customizing a software application is provided.

[0015] In the following description, for purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present systems and methods. It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art that the present apparatus, systems and methods may be practiced without these specific details. Reference in the specification to “an embodiment,” “an example” or similar language means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment or example is included in at least that one embodiment, but not necessarily in other embodiments. The various instances of the phrase “in one embodiment” or similar phrases in various places in the specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.

[0016] Throughout the specification and in the appended claims, the term “functional image” in context with a graphical user interface is to be broadly interpreted to mean a graphical representation of elements used to perform a function within a computer application. The term “workflow images” in context with a graphical user interface is to be broadly interpreted to be a graphical representation of individual workflow elements used to form a functional component.

[0017] Throughout this specification and in the appended claims, the term “functional component” refers to a component of a software application that performs a particular function within that application. The term “workflow element” refers to a process or element that is part of a functional component.
Throughout this specification and in the appended claims, the term “graphical editor” refers to an aspect of a software application that allows a user to edit functions of particular application components by manipulating graphics through a graphical user interface.

Referring now to the figures, Fig. 1 is a diagram showing an illustrative graphical user interface (100) displaying functional images. According to one illustrative embodiment, a graphical user interface (100) includes a number of functional images (102-1, 102-2, 102-3) representing functional components. Each functional image includes a number of graphical elements (104) allowing a user to interact with the function. Component lines (106) may be shown between functional images to indicate a relation between the underlying functional components. A toolbar (108) may provide various tools, functions, and options to a user.

A functional image (102-1, 102-2, 102-3) may include a group graphical elements (104) including, but not limited to, images, buttons, hyperlinks, tables, graphs or pieces of text which allow a user to interact with a particular function within an application. One example of a functional component may be a chat function. The functional image representing the chat function may include a number of graphics to display various elements of the chat function to a user and allow the chat function to receive input from the user.

Each graphical element presents a specific operation to a user of the graphical user interface (100). A number of underlying workflow elements provides the underlying functions of these graphical elements. Using the chat function example, a graphical element (104) may be an icon or piece of text identifying another user to chat with. A graphical element (104) may also be a button allowing a user to send chats to other users.

Various functional components within an application may receive services from or provide services to other functional components. The relation between different functional components may be illustrated by displaying component lines (106) between various functional images. The component lines (106) may indicate a relation between the underlying functions.
of the functional images (102-1, 102-2, 102-3). In one embodiment, the component lines (106) may be hidden until an action performed by a user causes them to become visible. This action may include, but is not limited to, clicking a button or causing a mouse pointer to hover over a certain region on the user interface.

[0023] As mentioned above, an application embodying principles described herein may allow a user to open a particular function of the application for editing by selecting the functional image (102-1, 102-2, 102-3) associated with that function. The user may indicate this selection through any number of ways, including, but not limited to, positioning a cursor of the GUI over the desired functional image (102-1, 102-2, 103-3), clicking a button of a mouse or other user interface device, tapping on a touchpad, scrolling a mouse wheel, pressing a key or sequence of keys on a keyboard, and combinations thereof. In response to a selection of a functional image (102-1, 102-2, 102-3) by the user, the GUI may animatingly zoom in on the selected functional image (102-1, 102-2, 102-3).

[0024] Fig. 2 is a diagram showing an illustrative graphical user interface (200) after zooming in on a selected functional image (204). According to one illustrative embodiment, a graphical editor (202) may fade into view upon zooming in. The graphical editor of the present example displays a magnified view of the selected functional image (204), workflow images (206-1, 206-2, 206-3), overlaying faded graphical elements (216), an input pin (208), an output pin (210), element lines (212), and a toolbar (214).

[0025] When a user zooms in on a particular functional image, the magnified view of the selected functional image (204) may fill the screen. The graphical elements (216) associated with the zoomed functional image (204) may become faded, and workflow images (206-1, 206-2, 206-3) representing the workflow elements underlying the functionality of the functional component may appear over the faded graphical elements (216). In certain examples, the workflow images (206-1, 206-2, 206-3) appear over the graphical elements (216) in a manner representative of the relationship between the workflow
elements represented by the workflow images (206-1, 206-2, 206-3) and the graphical elements (216) of the selected functional image (204).

[0026] Examples of workflow elements that may be represented by workflow images (206-1, 206-2, 206-3) in this manner include, but are not limited to, interactive workflow elements, process workflow elements, and display workflow elements. An interactive workflow element may be a workflow element that receives some type of input from a user and initiates or otherwise manipulates application processes based on that input. Such input may be received through a corresponding graphical element within its assigned functional image. In a process workflow element, a process may be executed without displaying data to or receiving data from a user. A display workflow element may be used to display information or images to a user. In addition, documents and other data or content sources may be displayed as workflow elements. It will be readily apparent to those having skill in the art that the foregoing workflow elements are merely exemplary, and other types of workflow elements may be used according to principles described herein as may best suit a particular application of the principles.

[0027] In addition to the workflow images (206-1, 206-2, 206-3), at least one input pin (208) and/or at least one output pin (210) may also appear in the magnified functional image (204). An input pin (208) may indicate where information or services may be received from a separate function within the application. An output pin (210) may indicate where information and services are being sent to a separate function within the application. The user may have the ability to modify where information or services coming from an input pin (208) are directed. The user may also have the ability to modify the workflow elements to provide different information to the output pins (210). For example, the user may use a mouse to click on a particular input pin (208), output pin (210), or representation of data associated with the selected pin (208, 210) and drag with the mouse to associate the data from the selected pin (208, 210) with a different workflow image (206-1, 206-2, 206-3). Additionally or alternatively, the graphical editor (202) may provide means for the user to create additional input and output pins (208, 210) or to delete existing pins (208, 210). In one
embodiment, the input/output pins may be displayed at any time, regardless of whether the application is currently zoomed in on a functional image.

[0028] Element lines (212) may also be displayed to a user upon zooming in on a functional image. The element lines (212) may be displayed connecting workflow images (206) together. Element lines (212) may also link a workflow image (206) to an input pin (208) or an output pin (210). An element line (212) between two workflow images (206) may indicate a relation between the underlying workflow elements represented by the two workflow images (206). An example of a relation would be a flow of data. One workflow element may produce data which is then sent to be used by the other workflow element.

[0029] In one embodiment, when a user zooms in on a functional image, the toolbar (214) may be expanded to include additional functions and options for editing the application. A user may be able to use the toolbar (214) to perform tasks such as adding or removing workflow images (206), thus adding or removing functionality to the application or functional component.

[0030] The previous figures illustrate a broad description of an application embodying principles described herein. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate a more detailed example of an application embodying graphical editing principles described herein.

[0031] Fig. 3 is a diagram showing an illustrative example application interface (300). According to one illustrative embodiment, an example of an application interface (300) embodying principles described herein may include a toolbar (302), a zoom button (304), an overview button (306), a “Reminders” functional image (308), a “What’s Happening” functional image (310), a “Documents” functional image (312), a “Members” functional image (314), input pins (316), output pins (318), and component lines (320).

[0032] As mentioned above, the toolbar (302) may provide standard functions and operations associated with various software applications. In one embodiment, a “zoom” button (304) may allow a user to zoom in on the selected functional image. If the application is currently zoomed in on a particular image, an “overview” button (306) may allow a user to zoom out to gain an overview of the functional images involved with the application.
[0033] The example application interface (300) shows example functional images representing underlying functional components of the application. One such example functional image is a “Reminders” image (308). The “Reminders” image (308) may represent a function that provides reminders to a user based on predefined settings as chosen by the user. The “Reminders” function may receive services from other functions as well as provide services to other functions.

[0034] An additional example of a functional image is a “What’s Happening” image (310). The “What’s Happening” image (310) may represent a functional component that provides a user with updates from other users as well as any other kind of suitable events the user desires to be informed about. Like other functional components, the “What’s Happening” function may receive services from other functions as well as provide services to other functions.

[0035] An additional example of a functional image is a “Documents” image (312). The “Documents” image (312) may represent a functional component that allows a user to browse documents and other files on either a local hard drive or a network hard drive which the user has permission to access. The “Documents” component may also allow a user to browse documents on a web-based service. Like other functional components, the “Documents” function may receive services from other functions as well as provide services to other functions.

[0036] An additional example of a functional image is a “Members” image (314). The “Members” image (314) may represent a functional component that allows a user to interact with members of a particular group. For example, the application may be an application used by an organization to allow its users to readily interact with other members of the organization. Like other functional components, the “Members” function may receive services from other functions as well as provide services to other functions.

[0037] In the example shown in Fig. 3, a component line (320) is displayed connecting the "Members" image (314) to the “What’s Happening” image (310). The component line (320) may be connected from an output pin (318) on the “Members” image (314) to an input pin (316) on the “What’s
Happening" image (310). The component line indicates that the “What’s Happening” functional component receives services from the “Members” functional component. These services may include current statuses of various members to be displayed in the “What’s Happening” image (310).

When a user desires to edit a particular function, the user may select the functional image (308, 310, 312, 314) associated with that function, thereby causing the application interface GUI to animatingly zoom in on the selected functional image (308, 310, 312, 314). Fig. 4 is a diagram showing an illustrative zoomed in example application interface (400) allowing a user to graphically edit the underlying functional component. Fig. 4 illustrates an application interface when zoomed in on the “What’s Happening” image (310) illustrated in Fig. 3 and described above. According to one illustrative embodiment, the zoomed in example application interface (400) may include an additional toolbar (404) and a zoomed in functional image (402). On top of the zoomed in functional image (402), number of workflow images may be displayed. These images may include a “Fetch Documents” image (406), a “Fetch Members” image (408), a “Fetch Interests” image (410), a “Filter Updates List” image (412), an “Order/Group” image (414), a “Create List” image (416), and a list preview (418). The application may also display workflow element connector lines (420).

When a user performs an action instructing the GUI to zoom in on a functional image, that image becomes enlarged on the user’s screen. The animation of the zoom may use a variety of algorithms to graphically display a zooming process.

In one embodiment, when a user zooms in on a functional image, an additional toolbar (404) may appear. The additional toolbar (404) may provide additional functions and options relating specifically to graphically editing the application. For example, the toolbar (404) may include features that will allow a user to add or remove workflow images from the user interface (400), thus adding or removing workflow elements from the functional component being edited. The toolbar (404) may also provide features that will
allow a user to make various changes to the workflow images, thus changing the functionality of the workflow elements represented by the workflow images.

[0041] As mentioned above, when a user zooms in on a functional image, the graphical elements of that image may fade and workflow images may appear over the zoomed functional image (402). The workflow images represent workflow elements that are involved with the operations of the functional component represented by the zoomed in functional image. Fig. 4 illustrates several workflow images representing workflow elements which may be involved with the operations of the “What’s Happening” function described in Fig. 3.

[0042] One example of a workflow image is a “Fetch Documents” image (406). The “Fetch Documents” image (406) may represent a workflow element which receives a data feed from the “Documents” function. The “Fetch Documents” workflow element may provide services to a filtering workflow element which will be discussed in more detail below.

[0043] An additional example of a workflow image is a “Fetch Members” image (408). The “Fetch Members” image (408) may represent a workflow element which receives a data feed from the “Members” function. The “Fetch Members” workflow element may provide services to a filtering workflow element which will be discussed in more detail below.

[0044] An additional example of a workflow image is a “Fetch Interests” image (410). The “Fetch Interests” image (410) may represent a workflow element which receives a data feed from an internet site determined by a user. For example, a user may choose to receive data from a Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feed for news or sports information. The “Fetch Interests” workflow element may provide services to a filtering workflow element which will be discussed in more detail below. In one embodiment, the user may use the additional toolbar (404) to make adjustments to the “Fetch Interests” workflow image. These changes may include what sources from which “interests” may be pulled.

[0045] An additional example of a workflow image is a “Filter Updates” image (412). The “Filter Updates” image (412) may represent a
workflow element which processes the data received from a multiple of other workflow elements. The "Filter Updates" workflow element may filter the data received from other services and determine which data to pass on to a "Create List" workflow element.

[0046] An additional example of a workflow image is a "Create List" image (416). The "Create List" image (416) may represent a workflow element which takes all of the received filtered data and creates a list of "what's happening" and displays it in a manner which is readily viewed by a user. In one embodiment, the user may use the additional toolbar (404) to make changes to the "Create List" image which will change how the displayed list is formatted.

[0047] An additional example of a workflow image is an "Order/Group" image (414). The "Order/Group" image may represent a workflow element which gives specific properties as chosen by a user to the create list workflow element. In one embodiment, a user may have the option to make changes to the "order/group" workflow image which will affect how the "what's happening" list is ordered or grouped. It may be the case that the workflow does not originally contain the order/group workflow element. This workflow element could be added by the user using the additional toolbar (404).

[0048] In one embodiment, a list preview (418) may display to a user, a preview of the "What's Happening" list. The preview of the list may be instantly updated as the user makes changes to the workflow elements within the user interface (400). This may give the user a better idea of how the changes will affect the application without having to exit the graphical editor.

[0049] Workflow element lines (420) may be displayed between the workflow images to indicate a relation between the workflow elements represented by the workflow images. For example, a workflow element line may be displayed between the "Fetch Documents" image (406) and the "Filter Updates" image (412). This workflow element line (420) indicates that the "Fetch Documents" workflow element provides services to the "Filter Updates" workflow element. In a further example, a workflow element line may connect an input pin to the "Fetch Members" image (408). This workflow element line
may indicate that the “Fetch Members” workflow element is receiving services from a source which is external to the “What’s Happening” functional component which is currently being edited.

[0050] In one embodiment, a user may further zoom in on a workflow image to gain deeper level access to the application. For example, a user could zoom in on a workflow image and the code used in the image could be displayed and provide the user with a means to alter the code if desired. This option may be useful for technically skilled users who wish to further customize an application to their preferences.

[0051] An advantage of a graphical editor embodying principles described herein is that it gives a user an intuitive method for editing an application. Other applications which are configured to allow a user to edit them typically jump to a separate screen or separate interface upon entering an editing mode. Other graphical editors may lay out workflow images with different sizes and positions than the underlying functional images. These approaches make it difficult for the users to correlate certain workflow elements with the actual functions they are providing to the application. By providing a graphical editor which overlays the functions it is editing, the user can more intuitively understand how the changes being made may affect the application. It will also make it easier for a user to locate the functions they wish to edit. In addition, the zooming aspect provides the intuitive feel of “looking under the hood” regarding specific functions within the application.

[0052] Fig. 5 is a flowchart showing an illustrative method (500) for zooming in to edit an application. According to one illustrative embodiment, a graphical user interface for a software application is displayed (step 502) to a user on a display device, the graphical user interface may include at least one functional image representing at least one functional component implemented by a processor executing the software application. The at least one functional component may include a plurality of workflow elements. In the graphical interface, at least one component connector line between two functional images may be displayed (step 504) to a user. The at least one component connector indicates a relation between the two functional images. In response to an
action performed by the user, the at least one functional image in the graphical user interface is animatingly zoomed (step 506) in on. In the graphical interface, a plurality of workflow images representing workflow elements of the functional component may be displayed (step 508) to the user. The user may be allowed (step 510) to modify the workflow elements by modifying the workflow images to alter functionality of the at least one functional component. In a graphical user interface, at least one element connector line between the plurality of workflow images may be displayed (step 512) to the user. The element connector line may indicate a relation between the workflow elements.

[0053] In sum, a graphical editor allows a user to zoom in on a functional image of an application. Upon zooming in, graphical editing tools appear as well as workflow images representing underlying workflow elements of the functional component currently being edited. A graphical editor embodying principles described herein provides a more intuitive method for graphically editing an application to suit the user’s preferences.

[0054] The preceding description has been presented only to illustrate and describe embodiments and examples of the principles described. This description is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit these principles to any precise form disclosed. Many modifications and variations are possible in light of the above teaching.
CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for graphically editing a software application, the method comprising:
   displaying a graphical user interface (100) for said software application to a user on a display device, said graphical user interface (100) comprising at least one functional image (102) representing at least one functional component implemented by a processor executing said software application, said at least one functional component comprising a plurality of workflow elements;
   in response to an action performed by said user, animatingly zooming in on said at least one functional image (102) in said graphical user interface (100);
   displaying to said user in a magnified view (204) of said functional image (102) a plurality of workflow images (206) representing said plurality of workflow elements of said functional component; and
   allowing said user to modify said plurality of workflow elements by modifying said workflow images (206) within said magnified view (204) to alter a functionality of said at least one functional component.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising displaying to said user in said graphical user interface (100) at least one component connector line (106) between two said functional images (102), said at least one component connector line (106) indicating a relation between said two functional images (102).

3. The method of claim 2, in which said at least one component connector line (106) is connected to at least one of said functional images (102) in said graphical user interface (100) through one of: a displayed input pin (208) and a displayed output pin (210).
4. The method of any preceding claim, further comprising displaying to said user in said graphical user interface (100) at least one element connector line (212) between said plurality of workflow images (206), said element connector line (212) indicating a relation between said plurality of workflow elements.

5. The method of any preceding claim, further comprising, allowing said user to modify an input or an output to said functional component with said graphical user interface (100).

6. The method of any preceding claim, in which said action comprises at least one of: using a scrolling wheel on a mouse, double clicking on a region within a functional component interface, and clicking a button within a toolbar (214).

7. A system for graphically editing a software application comprising:
   a processor; and
   a display device communicatively coupled to said processor;
   in which said processor is configured to, while executing said software application:
   display on said display device a graphical user interface (100) comprising at least one functional image (102) representing a functional component of said software application, said functional component comprising a plurality of workflow elements;
   responsive to a user action, cause said graphical user interface to animatingly zoom in on said at least one functional image (102);
   display in a magnified view (204) of said at least one functional image (102) a number of workflow images (206) representing said plurality of workflow elements; and
   allow said user to modify said plurality of workflow elements by modifying said workflow images (206) within said magnified view (204) to alter a functionality of said at least one functional component.
8. The system of claim 7, in which said graphical user interface (100) further comprises at least one component connector line (106) between two functional images (102), said at least one component connector line (106) indicating a relation between said two functional images (102).

9. The system of claim 7 or 8, in which said at least one component connector line (106) is connected to at least one of said functional images (102) in said graphical user interface (100) through one of: a displayed input pin (208) and a displayed output pin (210).

10. The system of any of claims 7-9, in which said processor is further configured to display at least one element connector line (212) in said graphical user interface (100) between said workflow images (206), said at least one element connector line (212) indicating a relation between said plurality of workflow elements.

11. The system of any of claims 7-10, in which said processor is further configured to allow a user to modify an input or an output to said functional component.

12. The system of any of claims 7-11, in which said action comprises at least one of: using a scrolling wheel on a mouse, double clicking on a region within a functional component interface, and clicking a button within a toolbar (214).

13. A computer program product for graphically editing a software application, said computer program product comprising:

   a computer readable storage medium having computer readable code embodied therewith, said computer readable program code comprising:

   computer readable program code configured to:

   display a graphical user interface (100) for said software application to a user, said graphical user interface (100) comprising at least one
functional image (102) representing at least one functional component implemented by a processor executing said software application, said at least one functional component comprising a plurality of workflow elements;

allow a user to perform an action causing said graphical user interface (100) to animatingly zoom in on said at least one functional image (102);

display to said user in a magnified view (204) of said at least one functional component a plurality of workflow images (206) representing said plurality of workflow elements; and

allow said user to modify said plurality of workflow elements by modifying said workflow images (206) within said magnified view to alter a functionality of said at least one functional component.

14. The computer program product of claim 13, in which said graphical user interface (100) further comprises at least one component connector line (106) between two said functional images (102), said at least one component connector line (106) indicating a relation between said two functional images (102).

15. The computer program product of claim 13 or 14, in which said computer readable program code is further configured to display to said user through said graphical editor, at least one element connector line (212) between said plurality of workflow images (206) representing said plurality of workflow elements, said at least one element connector line (212) indicating a relation between said workflow elements.
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